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Abstract. Let G be a group with subgroup H, and let pπ, V q be a

complex representation of G. The natural action of the normalizer N

of H in G on the space HomHpπ,Cq of H-invariant linear forms on V ,

provides a representation χπ of N trivial on H, which is a character when

HomHpπ,Cq is one dimensional. If moreover G is a reductive group over

a p-adic field, and π is smooth irreducible, it is an interesting problem

to express χπ in terms of the possibly conjectural Langlands parameter

ϕπ of π. In this paper we consider the following situation: G � GLmpDq

for D a central division algebra of dimension d2 over a p-adic field F , H

is the centralizer of a non central element δ P G such that δ2 is in the

center of G, and π has generic Jacquet-Langlands transfer to the split

form GLmdpF q of G. In this setting the space HomHpπ,Cq is at most

one dimensional. When HomHpπ,Cq � C and H � N , we prove that

the value of the χπ on the non trivial class of N
H

is p�1qmϵpϕπq where

ϵpϕπq is the root number of ϕπ. Along the way we extend many useful

multiplicity one results for linear and Shalika models to the case of non

split G, and we also classify standard modules with linear periods and

Shalika models, which are new results even when D � F .

1. Introduction

Let G be a group and H be a subgroup of G, abbreviated as H ¤ G. De-

note by N the normalizer of H in G and let π be a complex representation

of G. The group N acts naturally on HomHpπ,Cq by n.L � L � πpnq�1.

When moreover HomHpπ,Cq is one dimensional, this action is given by a

character χπ of N which factors through the quotient N
H . Furthermore, if

G is a reductive group over a p-adic field, and π is smooth irreducible, it

is an interesting problem to determine χπ in terms of the possibly conjec-

tural Langlands parameter ϕπ of π. This paper considers this question in

the following situation: G � GLmpDq for D a central division algebra of

dimension d2 over a p-adic field F , and H is the centralizer of a non central

element δ P G such that δ2 is in the center of G, and π has generic transfer

to GLmdpF q. Such a situation is indeed a multiplicity one situation, i.e.
1
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HomHpπ,Cq has dimension at most one, see Theorem 2.5 of this paper for a

more general statement. Our main result is the following (see Theorem 6.1,

and Section 2.3 for the unexplained terminology used in its statement):

Theorem 1.1. Suppose that N � H so the group N
H � tIm, uu has order

two. Let π be a smooth irreducible representation of GLmpDq with generic

transfer to GLmdpF q, and such that HomHpπ,Cq � t0u. Then:

(a) The Langlands parameter ϕπ of π is symplectic.

(b) HomHpπ,Cq � C.
(c) The character χπ of N

H given by its natural action on HomHpπ,Cq is
expressed by the formula

χπpuq � p�1qmϵpϕπq,

where the root number ϵpϕπq is independent of the choice of any non

trivial additive character of F used to define it.

This in particular extends [Pra, Theorem 4] of Prasad, which is the spe-

cial case where G is an inner form of GL2. It also extends [LM, Theorem

3.2] which is the special case of split G � GLnpF q and H � GLn{2pF q �

GLn{2pF q. Actually [Pra, Theorem 4] was used in [CCL] to study Heegner

points on a general class of modular curves, and it was mentioned to us by Li

Cai that our main result could have possible number theoretic applications

to more general problems of this type.

The sign of all irreducible representations seems more difficult to compute,

and will require a detailed study of intertwining periods as in [Mat7], if one

wants to apply the techniques of the present paper. We hope to come back

to it later.

When we restrict to representations with generic transfer, then there is

an explicit classification of distinguished representations in terms of their

Langlands parameters when δ2 is not a square in the center Z of G and

the residual characteristic of F is not 2: the Prasad and Takloo-Bighash

conjecture for trivial twisting character is indeed proved in the papers [Xue],

[Suz1], [Sé1], and the final step [SX] which relies on the result of [Cho]

as a separate case. Actually in this paper, we only need to know that

the Langlands parameter of such a representation is symplectic, and this

follows from [Xue], [Suz1], [SX] and [Cho] without any restriction on p.

We also establish such a classification (and actually more) when δ2 is a

square in Z, extending results from [Mat3] and [Mat2] for the split case,

thanks in particular to results of [BPW] on discrete series representations.
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The computation of the sign relies on a local/global argument for cuspidal

representations, relying on some global results from [XZ]. It is then extended

to discrete series, and then to generic representations using some explicit

linear forms on induced representations called intertwining periods. The use

of such linear forms to analyze the sign of induced representations already

appears in [LM, Lemma 3.5]. In fact these linear forms also appear in the

local/global argument in the computation the sign of generic unramified

representations when δ2 is not a square in Z, whereas the results of [FJ] are

used when it is.

We now briefly describe the different parts of the paper. In Section 3, for

H such that N � H, we recall the classification of H-distinguished standard

modules in terms of distinguished discrete series representations of G due to

Suzuki in the setting of twisted linear periods, i.e. when δ2 is not a square in

Z (see [Suz1]), and prove it in the setting of linear periods, i.e. when δ2 is a

square in Z, in Theorem 3.12 (see Section 2.4 for more on the terminology).

We also obtain analogues of Theorem 3.12 in 3.21, where linear periods are

allowed to be twisted by a character, and extend the classification of generic

distinguished representations obtained in [Mat3] in Theorem 3.22. Using the

Friedberg-Jacquet integrals theory, which is valid in our setting, we are also

able to classify standard modules with a Shalika model in Theorem 3.20,

and prove multiplicity at most one for them in Corollary 3.3. Parts of the

results described above require extending some results from [Mat2] to inner

forms, which require in particular Appendix B.

In Section 4, we reduce the computation of the sign of a representation

of G with generic transfer to that of cuspidal representations, using closed

and open local intertwining periods.

The sign of cuspidal representations is then computed in Section 5 by a

global argument, using local results from [FJ], global results from [XZ], and

an explicit unramified computation.

The main result of the paper is Theorem 6.1.

There are three appendices. The first one, Appendix A, extends a multi-

plicity at most one result of Chong Zhang ([Zha]) for linear periods of local

inner forms of GLn from irreducible unitary to all irreducible representa-

tions, and proves more results of this type. The second one, Appendix B,

extends parts of the theory of Bernstein-Zelevinsky derivatives to represen-

tations of non-Archimedean inner forms of GLn. It is in particular used to

compute the sign of Steinberg representations. It is also used in the third
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appendix, namely Appendix C, to prove that generic representations cannot

have a linear model with respect to GLppDq � GLqpDq when |p � q| ¥ 2,

thus extending [Mat2, Theorem 3.2].
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2. Notations and preliminary results

Let F be a field of characteristic different from 2, and let D be a division

algebra with center F and of dimension d2 over F . For m a non-negative

integer, we set Gm � GLm. The group G0pDq is trivial by definition. For

m ¥ 1, we denote by δ a non central element in G :� GmpDq such that

κ :� δ2 is in the center of G, and set H to be the centralizer of δ in G. The

group G is equal to the group consisting of invertible elements of the central

simple F -algebra A :� MmpDq �: Mm. Then H is a symmetric subgroup

obtained as the fixed points of the inner automorphism

θ :� Adpδq : g ÞÑ δgδ�1

of G. We identify the center Z of G with F�.

2.1. Symmetric pairs. Here we identify three different situations for the

pair pG,Hq. The assertions below follow from basic results in linear algebra,

extended to vector spaces over division algebras as in [Lip].

1) If δ2 P pF�q2, then there are non negative integers p ¥ q such that

p� q � m, and such that δ is up to scaling in F� conjugate of

δLp,q :� diagpIp,�Iqq.

With such a choice of δ we identify H to the maximal block diagonal

Levi subgroup

Lp,q :� diagpGppDq, GqpDqq

of G. When convenient, we will prefer to take

δ � δHp,q :� diagpIp�q, 1,�1, . . . , p�1q
q�1q
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in the conjugacy class of δ, the centralizer of which we denote by Hp,q

and can be described as in [Mat1]. Finally when convenient, for p � q,

we will take

δ � δMp,p :�

�
Ip

Ip

�
,

with Mp,p � H the centralizer of δMp,p .

2) If δ2 P F� � pF�q2, then E � F rδs � A is a quadratic extension of F ,

and n :� md is even.

(a) There exists an F -algebra homomorphism from E to D (it is unique

up to D�-conjugacy by the Skolem-Noether theorem). When F is

a local field, this simply means that d is even. We may assume

E � D. Then H identifies with GmpCEq, where CE is the central

E-division algebra centralizing E in D, and δ identifies with the

matrix δ.Im P GmpEq.

(b) There is no F -algebra homomorphism from E to D. When F is a

local field this means d odd. Then we put DE :� DbF E, and it is a

central E-division algebra. We realize DE inside A as the matrices

set of matrices

�
x κy

y x

�
with x and y in D. In this situation we

make the following identifications:

δ � diag

��
κ

1

�
, . . . ,

�
κ

1

��
P G,

and

H � Hm :� Gm{2pDEq.

However we will also take

δ �

�
κIm{2

Im{2

�
when convenient, in which case

H � H 1
m :�

#�
A κB

B A

�
P G, A, B PMmpDq

+
.

2.2. Normalizers. In this paragraph we compute the normalizer of H in

G in the different cases singled out in the previous paragraph.

1) Take H under the form H � Lp,q. If p � q, the normalizer N :� NGpHq

is equal to H. Indeed for n in N , the matrix nδLp,qn
�1 must still belong

to the center of H, so it must be of the form diagpλIp, µIqq. Reasoning

on the possible choices of eigenvalues and their multiplicity, we deduce
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that λ � 1 and µ � �1. Hence n centralizes δLp,q and so it belongs to

H. If p � q a similar reasoning implies that

N � H \ uH,

where

u � um :�

�
0 Im{2

�Im{2 0

�
.

If we choose H � Hm{2,m{2 then we take

u � um :� δMm{2,m{2
,

whereas if we choose H �Mm{2,m{2 then we take

u � um :� diagpIm{2,�Im{2q.

2) (a) If d is even, then by [Cho], one can write D � CE � ιCE where ι is

such that

θpιq � �ι.

In this situation conjugation by ι on the central E-division algebra

CE induces the Galois involution on E because otherwise ι would

centralize E, which it does not. Now take n P N . The inner

automorphism Adpnq of MmpDq is an F -linear automorphism of

MmpCEq, which stabilizes its center E. If it induces the identity

on E, then n P H by the definition of H, and if not then Adpι�1nq

induces the identity of E, hence ιn P H. The conclusion here is that

N � H \ uH,

where u � um :� ιIm.

(b) If d is odd, a similar reasonning, using the Skolem-Noether theorem

proves that

N � H \ uH,

where this time

u � um :� diagp1,�1, . . . , p�1qm�1q

if H � Hm and

u � um :� diagpIm,�Imq

if H � H 1
m.

2.3. Local Langlands correspondence for inner forms of GLn. Here

F is a local field of characteristic zero. We denote by | |F the normalized

absolute value of F . When F is non Archimedean, we denote its residual

cardinality by qF , and by wF its uniformizer. We denote by Nrd the reduced
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norm on G, and for g P G we set

νpgq � |Nrdpgq|F .

We only consider smooth admissible complex representations, which we call

representations. When F is Archimedean we moreover require them to be

Casselman-Wallach representations as in [FJ] for example. When F is p-adic,

we recall that thanks to [HT] and [Hen], one can associate to any irreducible

representation π of GLnpF q a semi-simple representation ϕπ of dimension n

of the Weil-Deligne group WDF of F , which we call its Langlands parameter.

When F is Archimedean, taking the Weil-Deligne group of F to be equal to

its Weil group, one can do the same association thanks to Langlands’ work

[Lan], and we refer to [Kna] for more details on GLn.

We denote by JL the Jacquet-Langlands correspondence, which is a bijec-

tion from the set of isomorphism classes of discrete series, also called essen-

tially square integrable representations of G, to that of GLnpF q (see [DKV]

and [BR] when F is archimedean). In [Bad1] when F is non Archimedean

and [BR] when F is Archimedean, the Jacquet-Langlands correspondence

was extended to an injective map from the Grothendieck group of finite

length representations of G to that of GLnpF q. These references actu-

ally define a surjective morphism LJn in the other direction, which has the

Jacquet-Langlands correspondence as a section.

An irreducible representation of GLnpF q is called generic if it has a non

degenerate Whittaker model, see [JS]. Using the standard product notation

for normalized parabolic induction, it follows from from [Zel] and [Jac2]

that and irreducible representation of GLnpF q is generic if and only if it is

a product of discrete series representations.

Definition 2.1. Let π be an irreducible representation of G. We say that

it is generic if it has generic transfer to GLnpF q, i.e., if it is of the form

LJnpπ0q for π0 a generic representation of GLnpF q, in which case we set

JLpπq :� π0.

We moreover define the Langlands parameter ϕπ by

ϕπ :� ϕπ0 .

Remark 2.2. If π is generic, then it can be written as a product of discrete

series representations

π � δ1 � � � � � δr
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and

JLpπq � JLpδ1q � � � � � JLpδrq.

Definition 2.3. We say that a generic representation π of G is symplectic

if its Langlands parameter ϕπ is a symplectic representation of WDF , i.e. if

it preserves a non degenerate alternate form.

For p-adic F , we refer to [Zel] and [Tad] for the parametrization of discrete

series representations of G in terms of cuspidal segments, as well as for the

vocabulary related to these objects. In [Tad], a positive integer spρq|d is

attached to any cuspidal representation ρ of G. It can be described as the

smallest non negative real number s such that ρ� νspρqρ is reducible. For ρ

a cuspidal representation of G, we set

πtpρq :� νp1�tqspρq{2ρ� � � � � νpt�1qspρq{2
ρ ρ.

Then πtpρq has a unique irreducible quotient, denoted by Sttpρq.

If ρ is a cuspidal representation of GapDq with transfer

JLpρq � Strpρ
1q

to GLadpF q for some r dividing ad and ρ1 a cuspidal representation of

GLad
r
pF q, then

JLpSttpρqq � Sttrpρ
1q.

In particular, when ρ � 1D� we have r � d and ρ1 � 1F� , i.e.

JLpSttp1D�qq � Sttdp1F�q,

Let F any local field of characteristic zero, and π be a generic represen-

tation of G. For ψ a non trivial character of F , we denote by ϵp1{2, ϕπ, ψq

the Langlands root number attached to ϕπ as in [Tat], and we set

ϵpπ, ψq :� ϵp1{2, ϕπ, ψq.

It is known that this root number is the same as the one defined in [GJ]

via the Godement-Jacquet functional equation. If moreover π is symplectic,

then ϵp1{2, ϕπ, ψq is independent of the choice of ψ and we write:

ϵpπq :� ϵpπ, ψq.

When F is p-adic, we will use the following well-known formulae concern-

ing root numbers which can be found in [GJ] and [GR].
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(a) If ρ is a cuspidal representation of Ga with transfer JLpρq � Strpρ
1q

to GLadpF q, then

ϵpSttpρq, ψq � ϵpρ1, ψqrt

except when ρ is an unramified character µ � Nrd of G1 � D�, in

which case the formula is given by

(2.1) ϵpSttpµ �Nrdq, ψq � p�µpwF qq
dt�1ϵpµ, ψqdt.

In particular when Sttpµq is self-dual, we observe that

ϵpSttpηq, ψq � ϵpη, ψqdt

when µ � η is the unramified quadratic character of F�, which is

the same formula as that in Equation (2.1), whereas when µ � 1F�

we obtain

ϵpSttp1D�q, ψq � p�1qdt�1ϵp1F� , ψqdt.

(b) If π is an irreducible representation of G with central character ωπ,

ϵpπ, ψqϵpπ_, ψq � ωπp�1q.

(c) If π1 and π2 are irreducible representations of Gm1 and Gm2 respec-

tively, such that π1 � π2 is irreducible, then

ϵpπ1 � π2, ψq � ϵpπ1, ψqϵpπ2, ψq.

(d) If π is a generic unramified representation of GLnpF q and ψ is un-

ramified as well, then

ϵpπ, ψq � 1.

2.4. Local linear periods and their sign. Here F is a local field of char-

acteristic zero.

Definition 2.4. Let π be an irreducible representation of G and χ be a

character of H. We say that π is χ-distinguished if HomHpπ, χq � t0u.

Moreover if π is distinguished:

1) if δ2 P pF�q2, we call an element in HomHpπ, χq � t0u a χ-linear period.

2) if δ2 R pF�q2, we call an element in HomHpπ, χq� t0u a twisted χ-linear

period. Furthermore for such an invariant linear form L:

(a) if d is odd we say that L is a twisted χ-linear period of odd type.

(b) if d is even we say that L is a twisted χ-linear period of even type.

We will mostly consider the case of the trivial character χ � 1H of H, in

which case we will omit χ in the terminology above.
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If π is distinguished, then by [JR], [Guo], [BM], Appendix A and Appen-

dix C, we have much information on the dimension of the space HomHpπ,Cq.

Theorem 2.5. Let π be an irreducible representation and suppose that H �

Hp,q such that |p� q| ¥ 2. Then

dimpHomHpπ,Cqq ¤ 1.

If |p� q| ¥ 2 this conclusion holds for irreducible unitary representations as

well as for generic representations. In fact for generic representations we

have

dimpHomHpπ,Cqq � 0

when |p� q| ¥ 2.

Remark 2.6. When G is split, it is proved in [JR] that dimpHomHp,qpπ,Cqq ¤
1 for any irreducible π, without any restriction on p and q.

In particular for any distinguished generic representation π of G, we define

the character χπ of N
H by the equality for all n P N :

L � πpnq�1 � χπpnqL.

The problem is that of computing χπ in terms of its Langlands parameter

ϕπ.

We recall that N
H is trivial in the case of linear periods when p � q, so

we forget about this case unless explicitly stated. Hence our three cases are

now:

1) Linear periods with respect to H conjugate to Lm{2,m{2.

2) (a) Twisted linear periods of odd type.

(b) Twisted linear periods of even type.

Distinguished generic representations of G always have a symplectic Lang-

lands parameter as explained in Corollary 3.24. As we shall see that the

solution to our problem involves the quantity ϵpπq, it will be convenient to

define the sign of the (possibly twisted linear period on the) distinguished

representation π by:

sgnpπq �
χπpuq

ϵpπq
� χπpuqϵpπq.

3. Results on distinguished standard modules

3.1. Friedberg-Jacquet integrals for inner forms and applications

to linear periods and Shalika models. Here G � GmpDq �: Gm with
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m even. In Section 5.2, allowing F to be Archimedean, we will use the

Friedberg-Jacquet integrals in the case where G is F -split. Indeed the full

theory of such integrals is developed in [FJ] over all local fields when G is

F -split. In the present paragraph we consider general G, but restrict to F

non Archimedean. We explain why the Friedberg-Jacquet integrals are well

defined, and why their gcd is the Godement-Jacquet L-function for G not

necessarily F -split. The very clever computations in [FJ] easily extend to

our G, but some proofs of [FJ] are only given for Archimedean F as this

case is more difficult. The details of their proofs were written in [Mat2] and

[Mat5] in the non Archimedean case for split G, but the situation in [Mat2] is

complicated by the fact that the Shalika functionals are with respect to the

Shalika model of the mirabolic subgroup. Hence some integrals of Shalika

functions in [Mat2] are not obviously absolutely convergent anymore, as

in the case of Shalika functionals with respect to the Shalika subgroup of

G. Here we briefly explain why [FJ] applies without modifications to our

setting, giving a simplified version of the arguments in [Mat2]. The reason

for studying Friedberg-Jacquet integrals is that following [Mat5] for split G,

one proves using such integrals that if δ is a discrete series representation

of G, and if χ is a character of H � Lm{2,m{2 trivial on Gm{2 diagonally

embedded, then δ has a χ-linear period if and only if it has a Shalika model.

This result is then used in Section 3.4 for the classification of standard

modules of Gm with a linear period whenm is odd, though this classification

is not really needed in this paper. However it is used in Appendix A to prove

multiplicity one of linear periods for the pair pG2q�1, Gq�1 �Gqq.

First we recall the definition and properties of Godement-Jacquet inte-

grals for induced representations of G. We recall that n � md. Let

π � π1 � � � � � πr

be a representation of G with each πi irreducible. For Φ a Schwartz function

on M :�Mm, and c a matrix coefficient of π, we set

Zps,Φ, cq :�

»
G
Φpgqcpgqνpgqs�

pn�1q
2 dg.

Wemoreover say that π is a standard module ofG if each δi :� πi is a discrete

series such that epδiq ¥ epδi�1q for i � 1, . . . , r� 1, where epδq is the unique

real number such that ν�epδqδ is unitary. We recall that the Langlands

classification (see [Tad]) says that standard modules of G have a unique

irreducible quotient, and conversely that each irreducible representation of

G is the quotient of a standard module.
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The first part of the following statement is proved in [GJ]. The second

part for Langlands quotients of standard modules is proved in [Jac1, (2.3)

Proposition, (3.4) Theorem] for split G with a proof valid for any G, follow-

ing [GJ].

Theorem 3.1 (Jacquet). (a) For π � π1 � � � � � πr a representation

of G with each πi irreducible, the integral Zps,Φ, cq converges for

s of real part large enough, and extends to a rational function of

q�s
F . Moreover the vector space spanned by the integrals Zps,Φ, cq

is a fractional ideal of Crq�s
F s and the normalized gcd Lps, πq of this

fractional ideal is equal to the following the product of Godement-

Jacquet L-factors

Lps, πq �
r¹

i�1

Lps, πiq.

(b) If moreover π is a standard module with Langlands quotient LQpπq,

then

Lps, πq � Lps,LQpπqq.

We now denote by Sm the Shalika subgroup of Gm. By definition it is the

set of matrices

Sm :� tspg, xq :� diagpg, gq

�
Im{2 x

Im{2

�
, g P Gm{2, x PMm{2u.

We fix ψ a non trivial character of F , and denote by Θ the character of Sm

defined by the formula

Θpspg, xqq � ψpTrdpxqq,

where Trd is the reduced trace of Mm{2. If π is a smooth representation of

G, and L P HomSmpπ,Θq � t0u, we call the space

SLpπ,Θq :� tSv : g ÞÑ Lpπpgqvq, v P πu

the Shalika model of π attached to L (and ψ). When G is split it is

known thanks to [JR] (and [AGJ] when F is Archimedean) that the space

HomSmpπ,Θq is at most one dimensional for any irreducible π. For G as

in this paragraph and π a discrete series representation, the multiplicity of

Shalika functionals is again known to be at most one by [BPW]. We will

extend their result to all irreducible representations in Corollary 3.3 and

thus remove the dependence to L in the notation for the Shalika model of

irreducible representations. The following generalizes the p-adic part of [FJ,

Proposition 3.1], and follows from its proof.
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Proposition 3.2. Let π be a representation of G as in Theorem 3.1, (a),

and suppose that

HomSmpπ,Θq � t0u.

Take L P HomSmpπ,Θq � t0u and S P SLpπ,Θq, and α a character of F�.

Then the integral

Ψαps, Sq �

»
Gm{2

Spdiagpg, InqqαpNrdpgqqνpgq
s�1{2dg

is absolutely convergent for s of real part large enough and extends to a

rational function of q�s
F . Moreover the vector space spanned by the inte-

grals Ψαps, Sq is a fractional ideal of Crq�s
F s and the normalized gcd of this

fractional ideal is the Godement-Jacquet L-factor Lps, απq.

Proof. We can suppose α trivial as in the proof of [FJ, Proposition 3.1] and

set Ψps, Sq :� Ψαps, Sq. We denote by Km the maximal compact subgroup

GLmpODq of Gm where OD is the ring of integers of D. For S P SLpπ,Θq

and ϕ P C8c pMm{2 �Gm{2 �Kmq a smooth function with compact support

in Mm{2 �Gm{2 �Km, we define

Sϕpgq �

»
u,b,k

S

�
g

�
b�1

1

��
1 u

1

��
1

b

�
kq

�
ϕpu, b, kqνpbqn{2dbdudk,

with variable

pu, b, kq PMm2 �Gm{2 �Km.

Clearly Sϕ P SLpπ,Θq and one can write S � Sϕ for some well chosen ϕ

by [Mat2, Lemma 4.2]. For such a ϕ, we denote by Kϕ its support in the

variable b P Gm{2, and by ϕ1 the characteristic function of K�1
ϕ . We then

attach to ϕ a map

Φϕ

��
a x

b

�
, k

�
�

»
u,v
ϕpu, b, kqϕ1pvqΘpua� vxqdudv

with compact support in the variable pa, x, b, kq PMm{2�Mm{2�Gm{2�Km

by properties of the Fourier transform.

Let Ω be the open set of matrices

�
a b

c d

�
of Mm with pc dq of rank m{2

in Mm{2,m, and Ω0 its subset of matrices

�
a b

0 d

�
with d invertible. The

map

r : pp, kq ÞÑ pk
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from Ω0 �Km to Ω is proper and surjective. We then define Φϕ� on Ω, by

Φϕ � ppkq �

»
k1PKmXPpm{2,m{2q

Φϕppk
1�1, k1kqdk1,

for pp, kq P Ω0�Km. The map Φϕ� is well defined and has compact support

in Ω as r is proper, it is moreover fixed by some open compact subgroup

of Km which stabilizes Ω by right translation, hence it is smooth. We thus

extend Φϕ� by zero outside Ω to obtain a smooth function on Mm. We now

define the integrals

IpS,Φϕ, a, bq �

»
xPMm{2,kPKm

S

��
a x

b

�
k

�
Φϕ

��
a x

b

�
, k

�
dxdk

and

JpS, ϕ, a, bq �»
uPMm{2,kPKm

S

��
a

Im{2

��
Im{2 u

Im{2

��
Im{2

b

�
k

�
ϕpu, b, kqdudk.

It is proved in [Mat2, Lemma 4.3] that they both converge absolutely and

are equal, and have compact support with respect to the variables a PMm{2,

and b P Gm{2, and k P Km. Now we claim that the integral»
pa,bqPG2

m{2

IpS,Φϕ, a, bqνpaq
s�nνpbqs�

pn�1q
2 dadb

converges absolutely for s of real part large enough, and is of the form

P pq�sqLps, πq for P P CrX�1s in its realm of convergence. Indeed:»
pa,bqPG2

m{2

|IpS,Φϕ, a, bqνpaq
s�nνpbqs�

pn�1q
2 |dadb

¤

»
pa,bqPG2

m{2

Ip|S|, |Φϕ|, a, bqνpaq
Rpsq�nνpbqRpsq�

pn�1q
2 dadb

�

»
pa,bqPG2

m{2

Ip|S|, |Φϕ|, a, bq|νpaq
Rpsq�nνpbqRpsq�

pn�1q
2 dadb

�

»
gPG

|Spgq||Φϕ�pgq|νpgq
Rpsq� pn�1q

2 dg

�

»
gPG

|SU pgqΦϕ�pgq|νpgq
Rpsq� pn�1q

2 dg

where the penultimate equality follows from Iwasawa decomposition, and in

the last one U ¤ Km is a compact open subgroup of G fixing Φϕ� under right

translation and SU is the right average of S by U . Because SU is a genuine

matrix coefficient of π, we recognize the absolute value of an integrand of

a Godement-Jacquet integral for π in the last equation hence the absolute
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convergence. This also implies the equality»
pa,bqPG2

m{2

IpS,Φϕ, a, bqνpaq
s�nνpbqs�

pn�1q
2 dadb � Zps,Φϕ�, S

U q

hence the existence of the Laurent polynomial P . On the other hand»
pa,bqPG2

m{2

IpS,Φϕ, a, bqνpaq
s�nνpbqs�

pn�1q
2 dadb

�

»
pa,bqPG2

m{2

JpS, ϕ, a, bqνpaqs�nνpbqs�
pn�1q

2 dadb

� Ψps, Sϕq.

So far we have proved every part of the statement we want to obtain, except

the assertion on the normalized gcd of the integrals Ψps, Sq. This assertion is

easier and follows word for word from [FJ, beginning of p.111 and Lemmas

3.2 and 3.3]. Q.E.D.

For a and b two non negative integers, we define the character χα of La,b

by

χαpdiagpg1, g2qq � αpNrdpg1qNrdpg2q
�1q.

Let Vπ be the space of π as in Theorem 3.1, (a). For L P HomSmpπ,Θq,

and v P π, we define Sv,L P SLpπ,Θq by the formula

Sv,Lpgq � Lpπpgqvq.

We then define the linear map

ΛL,α : v ÞÑ lim
sÑ 1

2

Ψαps, Sv,Lq

Lps, απq

which makes sense thanks to Proposition 3.2. As explained in [JR, p.117],

we deduce the following from Proposition 3.2.

Corollary 3.3. Let π be a representation of G as in Theorem 3.1, (a), and

suppose moreover that it has a Shalika model, then it is χα-distinguished.

More precisely we have an exact sequence

0Ñ HomSmpπ,Θq Ñ HomLm{2,m{2
pπ, χαq.

In particular

dimpHomSmpπ,Θqq ¤ 1

whenever π is irreducible.

Proof. The linear map

L P HomSmpπ,Θq ÞÑ ΛL,α�1 P HomLm{2,m{2
pπ, χαq
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is injective as ΛL is nonzero as soon as L is thanks to Proposition 3.2. The

second statement follows from Appendix A which uses the classification of

standard modules with a linear period (i.e. α � 1F�) given in Theorem

3.12. Q.E.D.

Corollary 3.4. Let δ a discrete series representation of G. Then δ has a χα-

linear period if and only if it has a Shalika model, and if so it is symplectic,

hence selfdual, and Hompδ, χαq has dimension one.

Proof. All arguments in [Mat5, Section 2], in particular Proposition 2.2

there, are valid for G. We mention in particular that thanks to Proposi-

tion 3.2, the statement of [Mat5, Proposition 2.3] is valid for the standard

module π of G, hence the proof of [Mat5, Theorem 2.1] works without any

modification. We highlight that the most delicate part there is the exten-

sion of linear form argument at the end of the proof of [Mat5, Theorem 2.1],

which works equally well here thanks to Theorem 3.1, (b). Q.E.D.

Remark 3.5. In the split case it is proved in [Yan, Corollary 3.6] that

Corollary 3.4 holds more generally for generic representations, using Gan’s

technique of relating periods via Theta correspondence. However this uses

the realization of contragredient of a representation using transpose inverse,

hence it seems to not extend directly to the case of inner forms. As well the

unfolding principle of [SV] does not seem to extend easily to linear periods

twisted by a non unitary character, as was already observed in [Mat5, Remak

2.1] in the split case. In Theorem 3.21 below we extend [Yan, Corollary 3.6]

to standard modules for a wide family of characters χα.

Remark 3.6. For F -split G, the sign of generic representations is given

at once by the functional equation of the Friedberg-Jacquet integrals. Again

this functional equation is established using the realization of contragredient

using transpose inverse, so this is one reason why the theory above does not

include this functional equation. Note that our sign computation will prove

the Friedberg-Jacquet functional equation of generic unitary representations

of G at least at the value s � 1{2.

3.2. Preliminaries for the geometric lemma applied to linear peri-

ods. Here we provide the necessary material to apply the geometric lemma

of [Off2, Corollary 5.2] in the context of linear periods. Let P � Ppm1,...,mrq

be a standard upper block triangular parabolic subgroup of G attached to

the composition pm1, . . . ,mrq of m, and suppose p ¥ q are two non negative
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integers such that p� q � m. We recall that from an immediate generaliza-

tion of the arguments at the beginning of [Mat3, Section 3] (see also [Yan]

for a different approach), the double cosets P zG{Hp,q are parametrized by

sequences of non negative integers of the form

s �

pm�
1,1,m

�
1,1,m1,2, . . . ,m1,r,m2,1,m

�
2,2,m

�
2,2,m2,3, . . . ,m2,r, . . . ,mr,1, . . . ,mr,r�1,m

�
r,r,m

�
r,rq

such that if one puts

mi,i :� m�
i,i �m�

i,i,

then the matrix pmi,jqi,j�1,...,r is symmetric, and for all i one has
ŗ

j�1

mi,j � mi,

and
ŗ

i�1

m�
i,i �

ŗ

i�1

m�
i,i � p� q.

We denote by IP this set of parametrizing sequences. Given s P IP , we
can associate to it a standard parabolic subgroup Ps �MsUs � P with the

standard Levi Ms of type

pm1,1, � � � ,m1,r,m2,1 � � � ,mr,r�1,mr,rq,

where we ignore the zero’s in the above partition of m, as in [Mat3, Section

3]. We also have an involution θs on Ms and a positive character δs of M
θs
s ,

that was denoted by

δs :� δ
P θs
s
δ
�1{2
Ps

and was computed explicitly in [Mat3, Proposition 3.6]. For α a character

of F�, and a and b two non negative integers, we denote by

ξα : Hp,q Ñ C�

the character of Hp,q corresponding via the natural isomorphism between

Hp,q and Lp,q described in [Mat2, Section 2] to the character

χα : Lp,q Ñ C�

defined in Section 3.1. We observe that the computation in [Mat3, Proposi-

tion 3.6] remains valid in our setting, under the following form:

Lemma 3.7. Set

µ :� νd,
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and

h � diagph�1,1, h
�
1,1, h1,2, . . . , hr,r�1, h

�
r,r, h

�
r,rq PM

θs
s .

Then:

(a)

δsphq �
¹

1¤i j¤r

µph�i,iq
m�

j,j
�m�

j,j
2 µph�i,iq

m�
j,j

�m�
j,j

2 µph�j,jq
m�

i,i
�m�

i,i
2 µph�j,jq

m�
i,i
�m�

i,i
2 .

(b)

ξαphq �
r¹

i�1

ξαph
�
i,iqξαph

�
i,iq

�1.

3.3. Distinguished generalized Steinberg representations. We start

with a result that will be used in classifying standard modules with linear

periods in terms of their essentially square-integrable support.

Theorem 3.8. Let π be a discrete series representation of Gm for m ¥ 2

and let p and q be two non-negative integers such that p � q � m. If π is

pHp,q, µq-distinguished for µ a character of Hp,q, then p � q.

Proof. We write π � Sttpρq for ρ a cuspidal representation of Gr. We can

suppose that both t and r ¥ 2 thanks to Propositions B.3 and B.5. Then

by an explicitation of [Off2, Corollary 5.2], we deduce thanks to the case

t � 1 and r ¥ 2 that m�
i,i � m�

i,i whenever mi,i is nonzero so p � q. We

refer to the proof of Theorem 3.12 below for more details on such type of

computation in a more difficult case. Q.E.D.

We will also use the following fact, which follows from the results in [SX]

and [Xue] in the case of twisted linear periods, and is a special case of

Corollary 3.4 for linear periods.

Proposition 3.9. If π is a discrete series representation of G which is

distinguished, then π is symplectic, and hence it is selfdual.

Remark 3.10. In the proof of [Mat2, Theorem 5.1], there is an order mis-

take: p.16 the third equality should read»
M2mzG2m

|ϕpgq|2dg �

»
Mm

p|ϕ|2qKpxqdx.

Observing that
³
Mm

p|ϕ|2qKpxqdx is also equal to
³
Kp
³
Mm

|ϕpxkq|2dxqdk, the

Parseval identity should then be applied to each ϕk :� ϕp . kq restricted to

Mm, i.e. equality number four should start as»
K
p

»
Mm

|ϕpxkq|2dxqdk �

»
K
p

»
Mm

|xϕkpxq|2dxqdk � ...
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The rest of the equalities should then be corrected accordingly, and we refer

to the proof given in [Duh, Lemme 5.7] for the correct full proof.

The following result is enough for our purpose, and in the case of linear

periods it follows from the proof of Theorem 3.8 except when r � 1.

Proposition 3.11. Let ρ � 1D� be a cuspidal representation of Gr, and

suppose that Sttpρq is H-distinguished. Then there is up to scaling at most

one H-invariant linear form on πtpρq, so that the H-invariant linear form

on Sttpρq descends from that on πtpρq. Moreover if t is odd, then ρ is dis-

tinguished.

Proof. In the case of twisted linear periods, this is part of the proof of [BM,

Proposition 5.6]. In the case of linear periods, when r ¥ 2, it follows again

from the geometric lemma [Off2, Corollary 5.2] and [Mat3, Section 3] that

necessarily mi,t�1�i � r for all i smaller than tpt � 1q{2u, and moreover

that m�
pt�1q{2,pt�1q{2 � m�

pt�1q{2,pt�1q{2 � r{2 when t is odd. This implies our

statement in the case r � 1. When r � 1 the assertions for twisted linear

periods are proved in [Cho], and we explain why they also hold for linear

periods. By Proposition 3.9, we can suppose that ρ � 1D� is quadratic

character η of D�. If some non open orbit contributed to the distinction of

πtpρq, because η takes negative value, applying the geometric lemma would

lead to a sign issue as in [Mat4, Proof of Proposition 3.6]. Finally note that in

this case the integer t cannot be odd for central character reasons. Q.E.D.

3.4. Classification of distinguished standard modules. Here F is a

p-adic field. The results that we state here are known for twisted linear

periods when F is Archimedean by [ST], but have to be checked for linear

periods (which should be possible following [ST]). In any case, we do not

need such results in the Archimedean setting for our purpose.

The Langlands parameter of an irreducible representation of G is under-

stood in terms of its essentially square-integrable support once it is real-

ized as the quotient of the unique standard module lying above it. Now,

it is clear that if the Langlands quotient of a standard module is distin-

guished, then the standard module is itself distinguished so this observation

could be a starting point for computing the sign of all distinguished ir-

reducible representations of G. However in this paper we only compute

the sign of generic representations. We feel that the computation of the

sign for all irreducible representations would involve much finer properties

of admissible intertwining periods on standard modules. Nevertheless, we
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state the classification of distinguished standard modules in terms of their

essentially square-integrable support, from which the classification of distin-

guished generic representations follows.

For twisted linear periods, this classification is due to Suzuki [Suz1, The-

orem 1.3], and we recall it in (a) of Theorem 3.12 below. Here we provide

the proof in the case of linear periods. We also consider the case p � q � 1

in order to obtain the full statement of Theorem 2.5 later in Appendix A.

We follow the main steps of the proof of [Mat3, Theorems 3.13 and 3.14],

but we in fact correct the proof in question as one part of Claim (2) in the

proof of [Mat3, Theorems 3.14] is incorrect.

Theorem 3.12. Let π � δ1 � � � � � δr be a standard module of G where

each δi is an essentially square integrable representation of Gmi, and for

any 1 ¤ k ¤ r set πk to be the standard module

πk :� δ1 � � � � � δk�1 � δk�1 � � � � � δr.

(a) The representation π has a twisted linear period if and only if there

exists an involution τ P Sr such that for all 1 ¤ i ¤ r one has

δτpiq � δ_i , and moreover each δi has a twisted linear period when

τpiq � i.

(b) Suppose that G � Gm for m even, and that H � Hm{2,m{2. The rep-

resentation π is distinguished if and only if there exists an involution

τ P Sr such that for all 1 ¤ i ¤ r one has δτpiq � δ_i , and moreover

mi is even and δi is Hmi{2,mi{2-distinguished when τpiq � i.

(c) Suppose that G � Gm for m odd, and that H � Hpm�1q{2,pm�1q{2.

Then π is distinguished if and only if there exists an index 1 ¤ i0 ¤ r

such that δi0 � 1D�, and πi0 is H � Hpm�1q{2,pm�1q{2-distinguished.

Proof. We only deal with linear periods. We refer for Section 3.2 for the

definitions of µ and ξα : Hp,q Ñ C�, and we set

µα � ξdα.

Since the right to left implications of (b) and (c) are easier, we start with

them. When m is even we can suppose that

π � δ1 � � � � � δa � τ1 � � � � � τb � δ_a � � � � � δ_1

where the τi are distinguished discrete series. The middle product

τ1 � � � � � τb
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is distinguished by [Mat3, Proposition 3.8] so that the full product is distin-

guished by [Off2, Proposition 7.2]. When m is odd we can suppose that

π � δ1 � � � � � δa � τ1 � � � � � τb � 1D� � δ_a � � � � � δ_1 .

Note that the representations τi are ξα-distinguished for any choice of α

thanks to Corollary 3.4, in particular they are µ
| |

1
2
-distinguished. Then the

representation τ1 � � � � � τb � 1D� is Hk�1,k-distinguished for the relevant

k by [Mat3, Proposition 3.8], so that the full product is distinguished by

[Off2, Proposition 7.2] again.

Now we move on to the direct implications. We set P � MU to be the

standard parabolic subgroup of type pm1,m2, � � � ,mrq. Each δi is attached

to a cuspidal segment ∆i and we use the notation δi � δp∆iq. Given s P IP ,
we associate to s the standard parabolic subgroup Ps � MsUs � P , θs and

δs as in Section 3.2. The geometric lemma says that if π is distinguished,

then there is an s P IP such that the normalized Jacquet module rMs,M pσq

is pM θs
s , δsq-distinguished. If we write for each 1 ¤ i ¤ r, with obvious

intuitive notations,

∆i � r∆i,r,∆i,r�1, � � � ,∆i,1s

so that

rMs,M pσq � δp∆1,1q b � � � δp∆1,rq b δp∆2,1q b � � � b δp∆r,rq,

then putting δi,j :� δp∆i,jq we have#
δi,j � δ_j,i, i � j

δi,i is pHm�
i,i,m

�
i,i
, µiq-distinguished,

(3.1)

where the character µi above could be described explicitly, but we only state

their needed properties. We start with the following useful observations.

(a) All characters µi are of the form ξαi for some character αi of F
�.

(b) If mi,i ¡ 1 for some i, then both m�
i,i and m

�
i,i are nonzero otherwise

δi would be a character by (3.1), and m�
i,i � m�

i,i by Theorem 3.8. In

particular, we don’t care about the value of αi thanks to Corollary

3.4, hence we can suppose that all µi are trivial, and moreover δi is

selfdual by the same corollary.

(c) Denoting by u1   � � �   ut the indices such that muk,uk
� 1, and

setting

ϵk � m�
uk,uk

�m�
uk,uk

P t1,�1u.
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Then t is even and
ţ

k�1

ϵk � 0

when m is even whereas t is odd and
ţ

k�1

ϵk � 1

when m is odd. Moreover it follows from Lemma 3.7 that the char-

acters µui are given by the formula

µuk
� µ

ϵkp�
°
i k ϵi�

°
j¡k ϵjq

2 ,

which after some rewriting gives

(a)

µuk
� µ

1
2
�ϵkp

°
j¡k ϵjq

when m is even,

(b)

µuk
� µ

1
2
�ϵkp�

1
2
�
°

j¡k ϵjq

when m is odd.

It then follows from the above formulae that the µi’s satisfy the

following inductive relations which are the correct version of [Mat3,

Theorems 3.14, (2)]:

(3.2) µuk�1
� µ�1µuk

or µuk�1
� µ�1

uk
,

depending on ϵk�1 � ϵk or not. Moreover,

 when m is even: µu1 � µ�1{2 and µut � µ1{2.

 when m is odd:

– µu1 � µ0 � 1 if m1,1 � m�
1,1,

– µu1 � µ�1 if m1,1 � m�
1,1.

– µut � µ0 � 1 if mt,t � m�
t,t,

– µut � µ�1 if mt,t � m�
t,t.

In particular setting µ1ui
:� µ�1

ut�1�i
, we see that the characters

µ1ui
satisfy the same relations and have the same initial values.

This implies that the multiset tµu1 , . . . , µutu is stable under the

map χ ÞÑ χ�1. However because it contains only positive char-

acters, hence only the trivial character as a quadratic character,

it can be partitioned by pairs tχ, χ�1u when t is even, whereas it

can be partitioned by such pairs together with one time 1 when

t is odd.
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We move on to the application of the geometric lemma. We can and will

assume that π is right-ordered, i.e. that the right ends rp∆iq of its cuspidal

segments satisfy eprp∆iqq ¥ eprp∆i�1qq. We now start to prove by induction

on n the following statement: If rMs,M pσq is pM θs
s , δsq-distinguished, then

s is a monomial matrix, which will finish our proof thanks to the above

observations. We have three cases.

Case (I) Ifm1,1 ¡ 1, then by the observation (b) above δp∆1,1q is selfdual.

By the right orderning of π, we have ∆1 � ∆1,1. We then can finish the

proof by induction.

Case (II) If m1,1 � 1 we use observation (c) above. When t is even, we

have rp∆1q � µ�1{2. This is absurd as the central character of π will not be

trivial. When t is odd the only possible case is m1,1 � m�
1,1 so rp∆1q � 1,

which implies that ∆1 � ∆1,1 thanks to the right ordering, and we conclude

by induction.

Case (III) If m1,1 � 0, then by the right ordering of π, we have ∆1 � ∆1,l

for some l ¡ 1. We need to show that ∆l � ∆l,1, and the rest follows from

induction. If not so, then the only possibility isml,l � 1 and ∆l � r∆l,1,∆l,ls.

We write ∆1 � rµa, µbs with b ¡ 0. So ∆l,1 � rµ�b, µ�as and ∆l,l � µ�b�1.

By the observation (3.2) we know that there is a uk such that µuk
� µc with

c ¡ b� 1. This means that ∆uk,uk
� µc. This is absurd as the segments are

right-ordered. Q.E.D.

3.5. Classification of standard modules with a Shalika model and

χ-distinction. In this paragraph we prove Theorem 3.20 below, which is

the classification of standard modules with a Shalika model. Denoting by

Rpαq the unique real number such that if α : F� Ñ C� is a character, then

|α| � | |
Rpαq
F ,

we moreover extend the classification of distinguished standard modules to

the case of χ-distinguished ones, for χ of the form χα with α such that

�d
2 ¤ Rpαq ¤ d

2 .

We start by proving that certain type of induced representations admit

a Shalika model with meromorphic families of Shalika functionals. Let πi

be representations of Gmi for i � 1, . . . , l and s � ps1, . . . , slq P Cl. Then if

π � π1 � � � � � πl is a representation of G, we set

πrss � νds1π1 � � � � � νdslπl � µs1π1 � � � � � µslπl.
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Iwasawa decomposition allows one to realize all these representations on the

same vector space, and we thus refer to [MO, 2.5] for the definition of a

meromorphic family in the variable s of linear forms on πrss.

Proposition 3.13. Let δ be a discrete representations of Gm, then there is

a nonzero meromorphic family pλsqsPC with

λs P HomS2mpδrss � δ_r�ss,Θq.

In particular δrss � δ_r�ss admits a Shalika model for all s P C.

Proof. The proof is exactly the same as the one given in the proof of [Mat3,

Lemma 3.11] together with its correction in [Mat5, Proposition 5.3], and

relies on the Bernstein principle of meromorphic continuation of equivariant

linear forms in a generic multiplicity one situation, and the multiplicity at

most one of Shalika models for irreducible representations proved in Corol-

lary 3.3. Q.E.D.

Remark 3.14. In general, the fact that any representation of the form

π � π_ has a Shalika model follows immediately from the computation of

twisted Jacquet modules in [PR, Theorem 2.1].

Remark 3.15. The representation δ could be replaced by any irreducible

unitary representation as follows from its proof.

Here is another result of the same flavor.

Proposition 3.16. Let πi, resp. π
1
j, be representations of Gmi, resp. Gm1

j
,

for i � 1, . . . , l, resp. j � 1, . . . , l1, and set

π � π1 � � � � � πl

and

π1 � π11 � � � � � π1l1

to be the corresponding induced representations of Gm and G1m respectively.

Suppose that m and m1 are even, and that there are two nonzero meromor-

phic families pλsqsPCl and pλ1s1qs1PCl1 respectively in

λs P HomSmpπrss,Θq

and

λs1 P HomSm1 pπ
1rs1s,Θq.

Then there is a nonzero meromorphic family Λs,s1 in

HomSm�m1 pπrss � π1rs1s,Θq.
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Proof. The proof follows from the explicit construction of the Shalika func-

tional on πrss�π1rs1s given in [Mat6] which is valid for inner forms, with the

following observations. First there is a quantifier ordering problem in [Mat6,

Lemma 3.2]: the compact set C depends on the function f there. However

in our situation, this compact set will be independent of ps, s1q P Cl�l1 for

a given holomorphic section fs,s1 as follows from the proof of Propositions

4.1 and 4.2 there. In particular with the notations of [Mat6, Lemma 3.2]

the map ϕs,s1pfs,s1q is meromorphic in the variable ps, s1q as follows from the

first equality in the proof of the lemma. More precisely it follows from the

assumption on λs and λs1 , there exists a nonzero rational map Rps, s1q in the

variables q�si
F and q

�s1j
F such that Rps, s1qλs,s1 is holomorphic and nonzero,

where we set

λs,s1 :� λs b λs1

as in the lemma. In particular according to the aforementioned equality, we

deduce

Rps, s1qϕs,s1pfs,s1q

is holomorphic for any choice of f . Later in the proof of the lemma, the

map Rps, s1qΦs,s1pfs,s1q will thus be holomorphic as well, by compactness of

the quotient P 1zG1 there. Finally it will be nonzero for some choice of f by

the end of the proof of the same lemma. Q.E.D.

We are now in position to prove the first part of the theorem of interest

to us.

Proposition 3.17. Let τ be an irreducible representation with a Shalika

model, and δ1� � � � � δl be discrete series representations. Then the induced

representation

πs :� δ1rs1s � � � � � δlrsls � τ � δ_l r�sls � � � � � δ_1 r�s1s

admits a Shalika model for all values of s P Cl.

Proof. By Propositions 3.13 and 3.16, the representation

π1s :� τ � δ1rs1s � δ_1 r�s1s � � � � � δlrsls � δ_l r�sls

admits a nonzero meromorphic family of Shalika functionals on its space. It

then follows from the meromorphy and generic invertibility of the standard

intertwining operator from πs to π
1
s that so does the representation πs. The

result now follows from a usual leading term argument (see Section 4.2 for

more details on such arguments). Q.E.D.
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Remark 3.18. It also follows from the proof above that the order of the

representations in the product of the statement of the proposition could be

permuted as one likes, but the same conclusion would still hold.

Remark 3.19. One could also only suppose the representations δi to be

unitary in the above statement according to Remark 3.15.

As a corollary, we obtain the following theorem:

Theorem 3.20. A standard module of G � Gm has a Shalika model if and

only if it is Hm{2,m{2-distinguished (see Theorem 3.12).

Proof. The right to left implication follows from Theorem 3.12 and Propo-

sition 3.17. The other direction follows from Corollary 3.3. Q.E.D.

Finally we end with a word on χ-distinction for standard modules. As

observed in [Suz2, Proposition 3.4], the proof of Theorem 3.12 holds with no

modification in the case of twisted linear periods when one adds a twisting

character χ (the reason being that the so called modulus assumption stated

in [MOY] holds in this situation), and we refer to it for the statement of

the classification of χ-distinguished standard modules in this case. Here

we give similar statements in the case of linear models for Hm{2,m{2 and

Hpm�1q{2,pm�1q{2.

Theorem 3.21. Let π, δi and πi be as in the statement of Theorem 3.12,

and α be a character of F�.

(a) Ifm is even and π is Hm{2,m{2-distinguished, then it is pHm{2,m{2, ξαq-

distinguished, and if moreover �d
2 ¤ Rpαq ¤ d

2 the converse impli-

cation holds.

(b) Ifm is odd, �d
2 ¤ Rpαq   d

2 and π is pHpm�1q{2,pm�1q{2, ξαq-distinguished,

then there exists an index i0 such that δi0 � α � ν, and πi0 is

H � Hpm�1q{2,pm�1q{2-distinguished.

Proof. The first implication of (a) follows from Theorem 3.20. The proof of

the converse implications of (a) and (a) are completely similar to the proofs

for trivial α given in Theorem 3.12, and we briefly explain the modifications

to be done. In equation (3.1) the character µi must be replaced by µiχα

with the same definition of µi. Let us set

να :� α � νD� .

The proofs of Cases (I) and (III) are the same as when α � 1.
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In the proof of Case (II) when m is even, the character rp∆1q must be

replaced by ν�1
α µ�1{2 � ν�1

α ν�d{2 where the sign�1 is positive ifm1,1 � m�
1,1

and negative if m1,1 � m�
1,1. According to the case the argument when

Rpαq   d{2 or�Rpαq   d{2 is the same. Whenm1,1 � m�
1,1 andRpαq � d{2

or m1,1 � m�
1,1 and Rpαq � �d{2, then the argument is different. In this

situation, because the central character is trivial and the standard module

is right ordered, all mi’s are equal to 1, and all µui must be unitary. The

mk’s either come in pairs pmi,j ,mj,iq for i   j, and for the remaining muk,uk

from k � 1, . . . , t, the first case of Equation (3.2) can never happen, hence

the sign of ϵk changes at each step. We deduce that π is of the form

π � pνα| |�d{2 � ν�1
α| |�d{2q

t{2 �

pm�tq{2¹
j�1

pχj � χ�1
j q

for some unitary characters χj of D
� when m1,1 � m�

1,1, whereas it is of the

form

π � pνα| |d{2 � ν�1
α| |d{2

qt{2 �

pm�tq{2¹
j�1

pχj � χ�1
j q

when m1,1 � m�
1,1.

We now discuss the proof of Case (II) when m is odd . The character

rp∆1q must be replaced by να when m1,1 � m�
1,1 and by να�1| |�d when

m1,1 � m�
1,1, but this second case cannot happen for right-ordering and

central character reasons. When m1,1 � m�
1,1 and Rpαq   d{2 the argument

is the same as in the case of trivial α.

Q.E.D.

We take the opportunity to extend [Mat3, Theorems 3.13] in the split case

to the case of inner forms. When m is even we obtain the same statement

as in the case (a) of standard modules in Theorem 3.21, as a special case of

it. When m is odd we obtain the following statement.

Theorem 3.22. Let π, δi and πi be as in in the statement of Theorem 3.12,

and α be a character of F� with �d
2 ¤ Rpαq   d

2 . Suppose moreover that π

is generic and that m is odd. Then π is pHpm�1q{2,pm�1q{2, χαq-distinguished

if and only if there exists a generic Hpm�1q{2,pm�1q{2-distinguished generic

representation π1 of Gm�1 such thate π � π1 � να.
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Proof. By Theorem 3.21, if π1 is Hpm�1q{2,pm�1q{2-distinguished, it is also

µ1{2χα-distinguished thanks to Theorem 3.21, hence π � π1 � να is χα-

distinguished by [Mat3, Proposition 3.8]. The converse implication follows

from Theorem 3.21. Q.E.D.

Remark 3.23. When G is split, one can allow Rpαq � 1
2 in the statement

of Theorem 3.22 above because π is χ-distinguished if and only if π_ is

χ�1-distinguished by the realization of the contragredient of an irreducible

representation using transpose inverse.

Together with Proposition 3.9 we obtain:

Corollary 3.24. Suppose that π is an irreducible representation of G with

either a twisted linear period, or a linear period with respect to Hp,q for

|p�q| ¤ 1. Then it is selfdual. If moreover π is generic, and π has a twisted

linear period or a linear period with respect to Hm,m, then it is symplectic.

In the latter case the converse also holds.

Proof. Only the first statement requires a proof, but it is an immediate con-

sequence of Theorem 3.12 and Proposition 3.9, together with the Langlands

quotient theorem. Q.E.D.

4. Sign and parabolic induction

By conventionG0 is the trivial group, and the sign of any representation of

G0 is equal to 1. We study the sign of parabolically induced representations,

using closed and open intertwining periods. This natural strategy is not new

as it was already used in [LM, Lemma 3.5] in the case of linear periods for

split G, as was pointed to us by Lapid.

4.1. Sign and irreducible parabolic induction.

Proposition 4.1. If π1, π2 are distinguished representations of Gm1 and

Gm2 for positive integers mi, and π1 � π2 is irreducible, then

sgnpπ1 � π2q � sgnpπ1qsgnpπ2q.

Proof. We set m � m1 �m2, and let Li a nonzero Hi-invariant linear form

on πi, where Hi is the relevant subgroup of Gi, i.e. either Hmi{2,mi{2 if

we consider linear periods, or the centralizer of δ in Gmi with square in

the non-square elements of Gmi in the case of twisted linear periods. The

H-invariant linear form on π1�π2 is given by the closed intertwining period

f ÞÑ

»
Pm1,m2XHzH

L1 b L2pfphqqdh.
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In both the non twisted and twisted case, we set ui as in Section 2.2 such that

the normalizer Ni of Hi is equal to Hi\uiHi. In particular u :� diagpu1, u2q

is such that N � H \ uH, and we observe that δPm1,m2
puq � 1. The result

now follows from the change of variable»
Pm1,m2XHzH

L1 b L2pfphu
�1qqdh �

»
Pm1,m2XHzH

L1 b L2pfpu
�1hqqdh

�

»
Pm1,m2XHzH

L1 b L2pπ1pu
�1
1 q b π2pu

�1
2 qfphqqdh

� χπ1pu1qχπ2pu2q

»
Pm1,m2XHzH

L1 b L2pfphqqdh,

and the identity

ϵpπ1 � π2q � ϵpπ1qϵpπ2q.

Q.E.D.

4.2. Sign and open intertwining periods. Before stating the next re-

sults, we need to extend somehow the definition of the character χπ. So far

we have only considered irreducible representations for which multiplicity

one of H-invariant linear form is guaranteed. In particular it made sense

to talk about χπ rather than χL for L the (possibly twisted) linear period

on it. Here, though we are only interested in irreducible representations,

we need to consider some which are not, though of finite length. On such a

finite length representation π of G one might loose multiplicity one, so we

prefer to talk about the character of N
H attached to an H-invariant linear

form on π when it exists. Hence if L P HomHpπ,Cq � t0u is such that there

exists z in C� satisfying L � πpu�1q � z.L, we define χL to be the character

of N
H such that

χLpu
�1q � z.

In particular χL � χπ if π is irreducible.

Now we recall the Blanc-Delorme theory of open intertwining periods (see

[BD]). For π a finite length representation of G and s P C, we recall our

notation

πrss :� µsπ.

Let π0, π1, . . . , πr be finite length representations of Gm0 , Gm1 , . . . , Gmr re-

spectively and suppose that π0 possesses anH-invariant linear form ℓ0. Then

the representation

πs :� πrrsrs � � � � � π1rs1s � π0 � π_1 r�s1s � � � � � π_r r�srs,
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is distinguished for any si P C and there is an explicit enough description of

it which we now recall.

We first make specific choices of the element δ, hence of the element u

and the group H, well adapted to describe situation in a simple manner,

and which we will also use in the next section:

1) In the case of linear periods we take

δ :�

����������������

Imr

. .
.

Im1

Im0{2

�Im0{2

Im1

. .
.

Imr

���������������
and

u � diagpImr , . . . , Im1 , Im0{2,�Im0{2,�Im1 , . . . ,�Imrq.

2) (a) In the case of odd twisted linear periods we take

δ :�

��������������

κImr

. .
.

κIm1

δD�Im0

Im1

. .
.

Imr

�������������
and

u � diagpImr , . . . , Im1 , ιIm0 ,�Im1 , . . . ,�Imrq.
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(b) In the case of even twisted linear periods we take

δ :�

����������������

κImr

. .
.

κIm1

κIm0{2

Im0{2

Im1

. .
.

Imr

���������������
and

u � diagpImr , . . . , Im1 , Im0{2,�Im0{2,�Im1 , . . . ,�Imrq.

Now put

G :� Gm0�2
°r

i�1 mi
,

P :� Ppmr,...,m1,m0,m1,...,mrq

M :�Mpmr,...,m1,m0,m1,...,mrq,

and observe that with the choices above, the parabolic subgroup P is θ-split,

in particular P θ �M θ.

We denote by ℓ the linear form on

πr b � � � b π1 b π0 b π_1 b � � � b π_r

defined by

ℓpvr b � � � b v1 b v0 b v_1 b � � � b v_r q � ℓ0pv0q
r¹

i�1

v_i pviq.

Then if fs is a holomorphic section of πs, the integral

Ispfsq :�

»
P θzH

ℓpfsphqqdh

converges for si�1 � si of real part large enough, and extends meromorphi-

cally. For a generic choice of nonzero vector a � pa1, . . . , arq P Cr and an

integer l such that for any f :� f0 P π :� π0, the limit

Lapfq :� lim
sÑ0

slIsapfsaq

is well defined and nonzero for some f . In short we will say that La is a

leading term of Is at s � 0.

Proposition 4.2. Let π0 be a finite length representation of Gm0, where

m0 is a non negative integer, which admits a nonzero H-invariant linear
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form ℓ0 which admits a sign χℓ0. Let πi be a finite length representation of

Gmi, for mi ¥ 1, with a central character for i � 1, . . . , r. Then the open

intertwining period L on

π :� πr � � � � � π1 � π0 � π_1 � � � � � π_r

associated to ℓ0 as above has a sign character χL, moreover
χL±r

i�1 ωπip�1q
� χℓ0 .

In particular when π is irreducible:

sgnpπq � sgnpπ0q.

Proof. By induction, up to the replacements

π0 :� πr�1 � � � � � π1 � π0 � π_1 � � � � � π_r�1

and

ℓ0pv0q :� ℓ0pv0q
r�1¹
i�1

v_i pviq,

we are reduced to the r � 1 case, which we assume for the rest of this proof.

Let fs be a holomorphic section of

πs :� π1rss � π0 � π_1 r�ss.

The H-invariant linear form in this case is given by the leading term at s � 0

of the following open intertwining period:

Ispfsq �

»
P θzH

ℓpfsphqqdh.

Now we observe that

ℓpπ1pIm1qv b π_1 pθp�Im1qqv
_q � ωπ1p�1qℓpv b v_q.

Hence by a change of variable in the integral defining Is for Rpsq large

enough we obtain:

χIs � ωπ1p�1qχℓ0 .

The first part of statement then follows by a meromorphic continuity argu-

ment. For the second part, if π is irreducible then so is π1. Hence

ϵpπ1 � π_1 q � ωπ1p�1q.

Q.E.D.

4.3. Sign of discrete series. In this section it turns out that for linear

periods, the Steinberg representation Stmp1D�q, where m has to be even,

exhibits an exceptional behaviour. First its root number is not given by

the same formula as the other generalized Steinberg representations with a
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linear period, and moreover its H-invariant linear form does not come from

the open intertwining period on the induced representation lying above it.

Hence we first prove our general result for discrete series representations in

the special case of linear periods for the Steinberg representation.

Proposition 4.3. Let m be an even integer. Then the Steinberg represen-

tation π :� Stmp1D�q has no twisted linear period. On the other hand it has

a linear period, and moreover its sign for linear period is

sgnpπq � 1.

Proof. The first assertion follows from [Cho, Theorem 0.1]. We prove the

second in two steps. We start with m � 2. Then the H-invariant linear

form ℓ0 on π comes from the descent of the difference of the two closed

intertwining periods on the induced representation π2p1D�q. Namely

ℓ0pfq � fpI2q � fpuq

where

u :�

�
1

1

�
.

Indeed this linear form clearly vanishes on the spherical vector. Hence

χSt2p1D� qpuq � �1 as u2 � I2. On the other hand ϵpSt2p1D�qq � �1 and

the result for m � 2 follows.

So we suppose that m ¥ 4. Now for k between 1 and m� 1, set

τk :� 1D� �1 � � � �1 1D� �1 1G2loomoon
position k

�11D� �1 � � � �1 1D�

and

σ :� 1D� �1 � � � �1 1D� �1 St2p1D�qloooomoooon
middle

�11D� �1 � � � �1 1D�

where �1 stands for non-normalized parabolic induction. We denote by τk

the image of τk in the quotient σ, and we recall that

Stmp1D�q � σ{
¸

k�m{2

τk.

Arguing as in [Mat7, Lemma 10.12], one checks that no τk for k � m{2 is

distinguished. By multiplicity one on Stmp1D�q, this proves on the one hand

that σ has a unique H-invariant linear form, and on the other hand that the

H-invariant linear form on Stmp1D�q is its descent. Now the H-invariant

linear form L on σk is a leading term of the open period attached to ℓ0 as
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in the proof of Proposition 4.2, and it follows from this proposition that

χL � χℓ0 .

Hence

χStmp1D� q � χSt2p1D� q.

On the other hand, by the formula for the root number of the Steinberg

representation, we have

ϵpStmp1D�qq � ϵpSt2p1D�qq

and the result follows. Q.E.D.

The sign of cuspidal representations is computed by a global method in

Theorem 5.7. Its proof uses the results above and a globalization argument.

Propositions 4.1, 4.2 and Theorem 4.3 allow to reduce the proof for discrete

series to the cuspidal case, and we explain this now.

Theorem 4.4. Let π be a distinguished discrete series representation of

GLmpDq. Then

sgnpπq � p�1qm.

Proof. Thanks to Proposition 4.3, we can assume that π � Sttpρq for ρ �

1D� . In particular if we write JLpρq � Strpρ
1q, we have

ϵpπq � ϵpρ1qtr � ϵpρqt,

On the other hand the H-invariant linear form on πtpρq is the descent of the

unique open period on πtpρq according to Proposition 3.11 (in fact this open

intertwining period has to be holomorphic at the parameter giving πtpρq by

a reasoning similar to those done in [Mat7]). By Proposition 4.2, when t is

odd we have

π � Sttpρq ñ χSttpρq � ϵpρqpt�1qχρ,

and the result follows from Theorem 5.7. When t is even, fix any non-trivial

character ψ of F . By Proposition 4.2 we obtain

χSttpρqpuq � ωρp�1q
t{2 � rϵpρ, ψqϵpρ, ψqst{2 � ϵpρ, ψqt � ϵpSttpρqq,

and the sign is 1 as expected in this case. Q.E.D.

5. The sign of cuspidal representations

5.1. The sign of distinguished generic unramified representations

for split G. Here we assume that G � GLnpF q is F -split (hence n is even)

and we set K :� GLnpOF q where OF is the ring of integers of F . In the

case of linear models, the result below follows from [Mat6, Theorem 5.1] and
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[FJ, Proposition 3.2] and its proof, hence we only prove it for twisted linear

periods.

Proposition 5.1. Suppose that π is generic unramified and distinguished

representation of G. Let v0 be a K-spherical vector in π, and Λ P HomHpπ,Cq�
t0u. Then Λpv0q � 0, hence sgnpπq � 1.

Proof. By Theorem 3.12, and because π is irreducible, the representation

can be written under the form π � χ1 � � � � � χ2k with n � 2k for un-

ramified characters χi of F� such that χ2pi�1q � χ�1
2i�1. In this situation

each representation πi : χ2i�1 � χ2pi�1q of GL2pF q is E
�-distinguished with

distinguishing linear form Li. Then by the proof of Proposition 4.1, setting

L :� bk
i�1Li : π1 b � � � b πk Ñ C,

the H-invariant linear form on π �
±k

i�1 πi is given by

Λ : f ÞÑ

»
BHzH

Lpfphqqdh �

»
KH

Lpfphqqdh.

Here the symbol “�” means equality up to a positive constant and BH is

the intersection of the upper triangular Borel of G with H, i.e. the upper

triangular Borel of H, and KH is GLkpOEq.

The (unique up to scalar in C�) spherical vector f0 P π is given by

f0ppkq � δPp2,��� ,2qppq
1{2v1 b � � � b vk

where each vi is the spherical vector of πi. Hence up to appropriate normal-

izations:

Λpf0q �
¹
i

Lipviq.

This reduces our problem to the n � 2 case, and we write π � χ � χ�1.

Now we consider separately the case where E{F is unramified and the case

where E{F is ramified.

If E{F is unramified, then one can take δ P UE , so that with our choice

of embedding UE ¤ GL2pOF q and the well defined E�-invariant linear form

Λ : f ÞÑ

»
F�zE�

fphqdh

on π is nonzero on the spherical vector f0 as

Λpf0q �

»
UF zUE

f0phqdh � volpUF zUEq ¡ 0.
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If E{F is ramified, then δ can be chosen as the uniformizer

�
0 κ

1 0

�
of

E, and

E� � F�UE \ F�

�
0 κ

1 0

�
UE .

Because the Iwasawa decomposition of

�
0 κ

1 0

�
is

�
κ 0

0 1

��
0 1

1 0

�
, we ob-

tain

Λpf0q �

»
UF zUE

f0phqdh�

»
UF zUE

f0

��
κ 0

0 1

�
h

�
dh � p1�q1{2χpκqqvolpUF zUEq.

This proves the expected result, except when the unramified character χ

satisfies χpκq � �q�1{2, which implies χ � νFχ
�1. This would imply that

π is reducible, hence this case does not occur.

Finally, we conclude that sgnpπq � 1 because on one hand we just proved

that χπ is trivial, but on the other hand ϵpπq � 1. Q.E.D.

5.2. The sign of linear periods: generic unitary representations

for split G. Here G is F -split (i.e. m � n) and H � Ln{2,n{2. Moreover

F is allowed to be Archimedean as well. Because of a later globalization

process, we are at the moment only interested in local components of cusp-

idal automorphic representations with cuspidal Jacquet-Langlands transfer

which admit a global twisted linear period. However such representations

are known to admit a global Shalika model as we shall recall later. Hence

all their local components admit a local Shalika model.

So in this paragraph, we suppose that our local representation π of G

admits a Shalika model. By [JR] this implies that π has a linear model, and

we will recall the argument in the proof below when π is generic unitary.

In fact, when F is p-adic, it is known by [Mat6] or [Gan] that a generic

irreducible representation π of G has a linear model if and only if it has a

Shalika model. This could certainly be proved in the Archimedean setting

as well due to the advanced stage of the literature in this setting, but we

don’t need this result here.

In any case, under this assumption, the computation of the sign of local

linear periods immediately follows from the results in [FJ].
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Proposition 5.2. Let π be an irreducible generic unitary (of Casselman-

Wallach type when F is Archimedean) representation of G with a Shalika

model. Then it has a linear period and sgnpπq � 1.

Proof. Our result is just a re-interpretation of a result of Friedberg and

Jacquet. They prove in [FJ, Proposition 3.1] that if S is in the Shalika

model of π, the integral

Ψps, Sq �

»
Gn

Spdiagpg, Inqq| detpgq|
s�1{2
F dg

initially defined for s of real part large enough in fact extends to a mero-

morphic function on C, which is a holomorphic multiple of Lps, πq, and is

equal to it for some choice of S. They moreover prove in [FJ, Proposition

3.6] the functional equation

Ψp1� s, rSq � γps, πqΨps, Sq.

where rSpgq � Spug�tq.

Under our assumptions Lp1{2, πq is finite (and of course nonzero) so Ψp1{2, Sq

makes sense for any S and because π is selfdual:

Ψp1{2, rSq � ϵp1{2, πqΨp1{2, Sq.

Now observe that

L : S ÞÑ Ψp1{2, Sq

is H-invariant, and that it is moreover nonzero as Lp1{2, πq � 0. Finally up

to easy changes of variable, the left hand side of the above equation exactly

expresses the action of the normalizer N on the linear form L, and our claim

follows. Q.E.D.

5.3. The global sign of twisted linear periods. Here we fix a number

field k with its adele ring A, and denote by Ppkq the set of places of k. We

fix a central division k-algebra D, put DA � D bk A and set

G � GmpDAq.

We denote by l a quadratic extension of k. We suppose that there exists a

k-embedding of l P MmpDq, which we fix. We denote by H the l-algebra

centralizing l in MmpDq and set

H :� pHbk Aq� ¤ G.

The groups G and H are A-points of algebraic groups G and H defined over

k by definition. We put Hk :� Hpkq and Gk :� Gpkq. By the analysis done
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in Section 2.2, there exists an element u P Gk such that

NGk
pHkq � Hk \ u.Hk.

In this paragraph we prove that the global sign of certain distinguished

cuspidal automorphic representations of G is equal to one. We recall that

a smooth cuspidal automorphic representation Π of G (see [BPCZ, Section

2.7]) is called distinguished if the convergent period integral

ϕ ÞÑ

»
HkzH

ϕphqdh

does not vanish on Π. The following lemma follows from a simple change of

variable in the period integral.

Lemma 5.3. If Π is a cuspidal automorphic representation of G, then the

H-period on Π is fixed by u.

In order to compute the global sign, we also need to compute the root

number of a distinguished cuspidal automorphic representation in the fol-

lowing special case.

From now on, let JL denote the global Jacquet-Langlands correspondence

defined in [Bad2] and [BR].

Lemma 5.4. Let Π be a distinguished cuspidal automorphic representation

of G with cuspidal Jacquet-Langlands transfer. We suppose that l{k splits

at every Archimedean place of k, and that there are two places v1, v2 P Ppkq
such that Πv1 is cuspidal and JLv2pΠv2q � Stnp1v2q. Then JLpΠq has a

Shalika period hence it is selfdual, and moreover the central value of the

Godement-Jacquet L-function of JLpΠq is nonzero:

Lp1{2, JLpΠqq � 0.

In particular its Godement-Jacquet root number is trivial:

ϵpJLpΠqq � 1.

Proof. Our local assumptions imply that the assumptions of [XZ, Theo-

rem 1.4] are satisfied, hence JLpΠq has a Shalika period so it is selfdual.

Then noting that standard L functions of cuspidal automorphic represen-

tations are entire by [GJ], it follows again from [XZ, Theorem 1.4] that

Lp1{2, JLpΠqq � 0. Finally the functional equation of the standard L func-

tion of JLpΠq (see [GJ]) together with the fact hat JLpΠq is selfdual imply

that ϵpJLpΠqq � 1. Q.E.D.

We obtain the sign of global linear periods as a corollary.
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Corollary 5.5. Let Π be a distinguished cuspidal automorphic representa-

tion of G as in Lemma 5.4. Then¹
vPPpkq

sgnpΠvq � 1.

Proof. First the product is well defined thanks to Proposition 5.1. Moreover

the period integral is factorizable thanks to Theorem 2.5 and Theorem A.2

for Archimedean linear periods. The result now follows from, Lemmas 5.3

and 5.4. Q.E.D.

5.4. Application to the sign of cuspidal representations. The deter-

mination of the sign in this case follows again from a globalization argument,

and the obvious computation of the sign of the trivial representation. For

this latter part, we recall that the local root number of 1D� is equal to �1

if d is even and 1 if d is odd. This immediately implies:

Lemma 5.6. Suppose that d is even. Then one has sgnp1D�q � �1.

Here we compute the sign of linear periods, using Lemma 5.4 and a glob-

alization argument of Prasad and Schulze-Pillot.

Theorem 5.7. Let π be a distinguished cuspidal representation of GLmpDq.

Then

sgnpπq � p�1qm.

Proof. Let x
d �Z be the Hasse invariant of MmpDq where we take x P r1, ds

and coprime to d, and define a by the equality a
n �

x
d .

We start with the case of twisted linear periods. By Krasner’s lemma

and the weak approximation lemma, one can find a number field k and a

quadratic extension l{k such that lv{kv � E{F for some finite place v of

k, l{k remains unsplit at every place of a set S0 of finite places of k of size

|S0| � a which does not contain v, but l{k splits at every Archimedean

place of k (see for instance [AKM�, Section 9.6] for the details). Then by

the Brauer-Hasse-Noether theorem, one can also find a division algebra D
with center k such that Dv �MmpDq, Dw is a central division algebra Dw

over kw of Hasse invariant �1
n � Z for each w in S0, and which is split at

every other place of k. In this situation we observe that l automatically

embeds as a k-subalgebra of D thanks to [SYY, Theorem 1.1]. Finally fix

some finite v1 outside tvu Y S0 Y S8 such that lv1{kv1 is split. Putting

S :� tvu Y tv1u Y S0 Y S8
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with S8 the set of Archimedean places of k, by [PSP, Theorem 4.1], there

exists a cuspidal automorphic representation Π of pD bk Aq� which is un-

ramified outside S, such that Πv � π, and Πw � 1D�
w
for w in S0, and Πv1

is cuspidal (and distinguished). Note that JLwpπwq � Stnp1wq for all w P S

hence Lemma 5.4 applies. Note also that JLv1pΠv1q � Πv1 because Dv1 is

split. Now the combination of Proposition 5.1, Proposition 5.2, Lemma 5.6

and Corollary 5.5, we obtain the formula:

sgnpΠvq � p�1qa.

The result now follows from the fact that if m is even, then a � mx as well,

whereas if m is odd then d must be even, a � mx is also odd because x and

d are coprime.

For linear periods, we use again Krasner’s lemma and the weak approx-

imation lemma, but this time to find a quadratic extension l{k such that

lv{kv � pF �F q{F for some finite place v of k, l{k remains unsplit at every

place of a set S0 of finite places of k of size |S0| � a which does not contain

v, and again l{k is split at every Archimedean place. The rest of the proof is

the same (we can however observe that in this situation m is automatically

even, so [SYY, Theorem 1.1] applies again). Q.E.D.

Remark 5.8. When G is split (and probably also when G is split over a

quadratic extension), one can give a local proof of the above result, extending

that of Prasad for inner forms of GL2, and which applies directly to the class

of H-cuspidal representations of G (see [KT]). By [KT] a cuspidal repre-

sentation of G is automatically H-cuspidal. We very briefly sketch the idea,

and mention that the proof uses the realization of the contragredient of an

irreducible representation using transpose inverse, hence the restrictive hy-

pothesis on G. One just needs to modify an argument from the thesis [Ok] of

Youngbin Ok based on the Poisson summation formula, which itself extends

to GLn the quick proof by Deligne [Del] of a result of Fröhlich and Queyrut

[FQ] for GL1. Ok uses the the Poisson summation formula together with an

extension of the Godement-Jacquet functional equation for relative matrix

coefficients to prove the triviality of local root numbers of cuspidal repre-

sentations distinguished by a Galois involution. The method of Ok in fact

proves the result for relatively cuspidal representations as has been observed

by Offen in [Off1]. In fact [Off1, Sections 2.2 and 2.3] apply with minor

modifications to our setting, using the same results from [GJ]. The only

difference is that in the Poisson summation formula [Off1, Lemma 2.2], the

orthogonal of the Lie algebra H of H is u.H instead of H itself. Following
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the proof of [Off1, Proposition 2.1], this will claim that the gamma factor of

an H-cuspidal π at s � 1{2 is equal to p�1qmpd�1qχπpuq � p�1qmχπpuq, but

this gamma factor is equal to the root number as π is self dual and because

Lp1{2, πq � 0 because π is unitary.

Remark 5.9. Using Remark 5.8, one can remove the assumption that

lv1{kv1 is split in the proof of Theorem 5.7.

Remark 5.10. When F is a finite field, the sign problem makes sense as

well. Multiplicity at most one is known for linear periods, at least on cuspidal

representations ([Sé2]), and can certainly be checked for twisted linear peri-

ods following [Guo]. In this setting the computation alluded to in 5.8 works

equally well and relates the sign to the Godement-Jacquet gamma factors de-

fined in [Rod], with the extra complication that G has not total measure in

its Lie algebra anymore. Hence one has to use cuspidality to prove vanishing

of some terms, in order to use the Poisson summation formula within the

Godement-Jacquet functional equation. The details will appear elsewhere,

and will be consistent with our result for level zero cuspidal representations.

6. The sign of generic representations

As an immediate corollary of Theorem 3.12, Proposition 4.1, Proposition

4.2, and Theorem 4.4, we achieve the goal of this paper:

Theorem 6.1. Let π be a distinguished generic representation of GLmpDq.

Then

sgnpπq � p�1qm.

Appendix A. multiplicity one for linear periods of inner forms

In this appendix F is allowed to be any local field of characteristic 0. We

recall that D is a central F -division. Let p, q and m be positive integers

such that p� q � m. We prove here that the symmetric pair

pG :� GLmpDq, H :� GLppDq �GLqpDqq

is a Gelfand pair when |p � q| ¤ 1, i.e., that if π is an irreducible repre-

sentation of GLmpDq (of Casselman-Wallach type when F is Archimedean),

then

dimpHomHpπ,Cqq ¤ 1.

When D � F is non Archimedean, this result is due to Jacquet and Rallis

([JR]). Later Aizenbud and Gourevitch gave another proof, inspired by that
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of Jacquet and Rallis, which applies to all local fields of characteristic zero

in [AG, Theorem 8.2.4]. This proof was extended when p � q to unitary

representations of inner forms by Chong Zhang, who obtained the following

statement as a key step in the process (see [Zha, Proposition 4.3 and Remark

4.7]), but we claim that this step is valid for any p and q:

Proposition A.1. Let π be an irreducible representation of G. Then

dimpHomHpπ,Cqq dimpHomHpπ
_,Cqq ¤ 1.

Proof. Following the proof of [Zha, Proposition 4.1] and using the terminol-

ogy introduced in [BM], one sees that the descendants of the pair pG,Hq

can only be of diagonal type, of Galois type or of the form

pRL{FGLa�bpD
1q, RL{FGLapD

1q �RL{FGLbpD
1qq

for D1 an L-division algebra, where L is a finite extension of F and RL{F

is Weil restriction of scalars. This is enough to conclude according to the

discussion before [Zha, Proposition 4.3] and the references to [AG] given

there. Q.E.D.

In order to prove that pG,Hq is a Gelfand pair when |p � q| ¤ 1, it is

enough to prove that H-distinguished irreducible representations of G are

selfdual. This has been proved in Corollary 3.24 in the p-adic case, and

follows from a verbatim adaptation of the proof of [BM, Theorem 6.7] in the

Archimedean case. Hence we obtain:

Theorem A.2. Let π be an irreducible representation of G, and suppose

that |p� q| ¤ 1. Then

dimpHomHpπ,Cqq ¤ 1.

When π is unitary, we can remove the assumption on p and q by the

observation in the proof of [Zha, Corollary 4.4].

Appendix B. Bernstein-Zelevinsky theory for the mirabolic

subgroup of inner forms and linear periods

Here we only make observations without proofs, about some results which

remain valid from the mirabolic restriction theory of Bernstein-Zelevinsky

([BZ1] and [BZ2]) for inner forms of the generalized linear group. We define

the mirabolic subgroup Pm of Gm :� GLmpDq as the group of matrices in

Gm with bottom row equal to p0, . . . , 0, 1q. We denote by Um its unipotent
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radical, so that the mirabolic subgroup is the semi-direct product Pm �

Gm�1.Um, where we identify Gm�1 with a subgroup of Gm by the embedding

g ÞÑ diagpg, 1q.

The group Gm�1 thus acts naturally on the group xUm of characters of Um

by

pg, ψq ÞÑ ψpg�1 � gq,

with exactly two orbits: the trivial character and the others. Moreover all

non degenerate characters (see [BH]) of maximal unipotent upper triangular

subgroup of Gm are conjugate under the action of the diagonal matrices in

Gm. This makes some part of the machinery of Bernstein-Zelevinsky work

the same and we simply observe that the following results hold with exactly

the same proofs. First the functors Φ� and Ψ� (and Φ̂� defined as in [BZ2,

Section 3], satisfy the statements of [BZ2, Propositions 3.2 and 3.4] with

the same proofs (relying on [BZ1, Section 5.11]). Following the authors of

[BZ2], for τ a smooth representation of Pm and k between 1 and n we put

τ pkq � Ψ�pΦ�qk�1pτq,

and

τ p0q � τ.

Then the Bernstein-Zelevinsky filtration still exists for smooth representa-

tions of Pm:

Theorem B.1. [BZ2, Corollary 3.4] Let τ be a smooth representation of

Pm with m ¥ 2. Then τ admits a filtration

t0u � τm � � � � � τ1 � τ

with

τk{τk�1 � pΦ�qk�1Ψ�pτ pkqq.

Following again Bernstein and Zelevinsky, we define the derivatives of

a representation of Gm to be that of its restriction to Gm. Now let π

be a cuspidal representation of Gm. Because of the filtration above, and

because πpkq � t0u for all k � 1, . . . ,m � 1 (this is by the definition of

the derivatives, which factor through some Jacquet module), we obtain the

following corollary of the Bernstein-Zelevinsky filtration above:

Corollary B.2. Let π be a cuspidal representation of Gm. Then π �

pΦ�qm�1pΨ�qpπpnqq as a representation of Pm, where πpnq is a finite di-

mensional D-vector space, the dimension of which is that of the generalized

Whittaker model of π in the sense of [BH].
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Proof. The only assertion remaining is that on the dimension of πpnq. By

definition its dual is the space of generalized Whittaker functionals on π,

and it is finite dimensional by [MW]. Q.E.D.

In turn, this is sufficient for the following result concerning cuspidal rep-

resentations of Gm to hold with the same proof as in [Mat1] (see also [CM]

for the version with the twisting character).

Proposition B.3. Let p and q be two non negative integers such that p�q �

m ¥ 2. Let µ be a character of Hp,q and π be a cuspidal representation of

Gm. If π is pHp,q, µq-distinguished, then p � q.

We extend this result to discrete series representations in Section 3.3.

Here we treat separately the case of Steinberg representations, as its proof

is different and uses the theory of derivatives.

More precisely, a careful analysis of [BZ2] and [Zel] shows that the full

theory developed in these papers hold for representations with cuspidal sup-

port consisting of characters of G1 � D�. Let us explain the crucial point.

The result of [BZ2, Theorem 4.2] for a representation π :� χ1 � � � � � χr

induced by characters of D� becomes in our setting that π is irreducible as

soon as χiχ
�1
j � µ for any i � j. But following [BZ2], with notations and

terminology identical to that of [BZ2, Section 4.8], the natural 1-pairing

between π and π̃ induces a µ-pairing between π and π :� µπ, which in-

duces by restriction to the mirabolic subgroup Pr a ∆-pairing between π|Pr

and π|Pr
. This latter assertion becomes false if one replaces µ by µs for

any other real number s, but for s � 1 it implies that the proof of [BZ2,

Lemma 4.7] remains valid when the cuspidal representations ρi there are

replaced here by characters χi of D
�. The claim one has to check in turn

is that this lemma is the key to have a complete theory of derivatives. In

particular the following proposition holds, as one can check from its proof

in [Zel, Proposition 9.5] and the formula for Jacquet modules of generalized

Steinberg representations in [Tad, Proposition 3.1].

Proposition B.4. Let m ¥ 1 and k be between 0 and n, and let χ be a

character of G1. Then

Stnpχq
pkq � νk{2Stn�kpχq.

The the following follows immediately as in [Mat2, Theorem 3.1]

Proposition B.5. Suppose that the representation Stnpχq above is pHp,q, µq-

distinguished for some character µ of Hp,q. Then p � q.
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Appendix C. A multiplicity zero result for generic

representations

Here F is p-adic.

Lemma C.1. Let p ¥ q be two non negative integers, m0 and m1 be two

positive integers such that m0 � m1 � p � q :� m. Set G � Gm, and

set H � Hp,q. Let π0 be a generic representation of Gm0 with cuspidal

support containing no character of G1, let π1 a generic representation of

Gm1 with cuspidal support consisting of characters of G1 only, and let χ be

a character of H. In such a situation, if π0�π1 is χ-distinguished, then m0

is even, q ¥ m0{2, and there exist characters χ0 of Hm0{2,m0{2 and χ1 of

Hp�m0{2,q�m0{2 such that π0 is χ0-distinguished and π1 is χ1-distinguished.

Proof. Once again this follows from the geometric lemma as in [Off2]. Set

P � MU be the standard parabolic subgroup of G of type pm0,m1q. Rea-

sonning as in the beginning of the proof of Theorem 3.12, and by our as-

sumption, no duality relation can occur between the subsegments of the

product π0 and those of the product π1. This already implies that the

double cosets PxH possibly contributing to distinction are such that the

representative x belongs to the standard Levi subgroup M . Moreover if one

writes x � diagpx0, x1q, the element x0 can only have even mi,i � 2m�
i,i in

its associated subpartiation by Theorem 3.8. The result now follows from

the second equality in the proof of [Off2, Proposition 3.1]. Q.E.D.

As a consequence of the discussion in Appendix B about the theory of

derivatives for representations the cuspidal support of which consist of char-

acters of G1, we also obtain the following multiplicity zero result. Its proof

is the same as that of the erratum to [Mat2, Theorem 3.2], which is available

on the author’s webpage but not published. We thus reproduce the argu-

ment here, and recall that if ∆ is a cuspidal segment, then rp∆q denotes the

cuspidal representation forming its right end.

Lemma C.2. Let ∆1, . . . ,∆r be cuspidal segments with supports consist-

ing of characters of G1, and suppose that they are right anti-ordered, i.e.

eprp∆i�1qq ¥ eprp∆iqq for i � 1, . . . , r � 1. Then the representation π �

δp∆1q � � � � � δp∆rq of G cannot by Hp,q distinguished if |p� q| ¥ 2.

Proof. We observe that for any non negative integer ni, the segments

∆
pn1q
1 , . . . ,∆pn1q

r
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are still right anti-ordered. Then one replaces the class of representations to

which the induction is applied in the proof of [Mat2, Theorem 3.2] (defined

by a non preceding condition which is not preserved by taking derivatives

of each segments as claimed in the proof of [Mat2, Theorem 3.2]) by that

of products as in the statement of the lemma. Then the proof of [Mat2,

Theorem 3.2] applies without any modification, except the initial steps of

the induction which are for n � 2 and 3. For these cases we see that for G2

andG3, the only product of discrete series representations having a character

as a quotient are respectively of the form ξ� ξν�1 and ξ� ξν�1� ξν�2, and

the corresponding segments are visibly not right anti-ordered. Q.E.D.

As an immediate consequence of Lemmas C.1 and C.2, we obtain:

Theorem C.3. Let π be a generic representation of G, H � Hp,q with

|p� q| ¥ 2, and χ be a character of H. Then π cannot be χ-distinguished.
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